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Agents observe innovations to \( s_t \) and \( a_t \), use Kalman filter to form estimates of unobserved states, and then set consumption according to a simple linear policy rule

Primitive disturbances: \( \epsilon \) ("permanent shock"), \( \eta \) ("transitory shock"), and \( \nu \) ("noise shock")
Impulse Responses to Primitive Shocks
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**IRF to S Innovation Orthogonal to A**
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Estimate bivariate VAR with productivity and consumption

- Order productivity first, consumption second in Choleski decomposition
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SVAR and Model Responses

IRFs of C: A ordered first
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IRFs of A: A ordered first

IRFs of A: C orthogonal to A

Simulated Model
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- In particular, SVAR can identify “news shocks” about future

To say more about the role of noise, need to impose more structure
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- Process for productivity, signal extraction problem same as before
- Equations of model:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{t}y_{t+1} &= y_{t} + i_{t} - E_{t}\pi_{t+1} \\
\pi_{t} &= \frac{(1 - \theta)(1 - \theta\beta)}{\theta}mc_{t} + \beta E_{t}\pi_{t+1} \\
mc_{t} &= (1 + \zeta)(y_{t} - a_{t}) \\
i_{t} &= \phi\pi_{t} \quad \phi > 1
\end{align*}
\]
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Constant interest rate matters. Effectively “turns off” general equilibrium

News/noise about long run productivity = increase consumption by full amount of expected long run movement in productivity

But if interest rate not constant, it will (partially) choke off the increase in demand

Allowing $\theta < 1 \implies$ real interest rate will move around $\implies$ news/noise will lead to smaller high frequency movements in consumption

Most empirical evidence suggests $\theta \leq 0.8$ ($\theta \approx 0.8$ preferred estimate in Gali and Gertler (1999))
Responses with Calvo Parameter $= 1$

- **Permanent Shock**
- **Transitory Shock**
- **Noise Shock**

Graphs showing the responses of consumption and productivity under different types of shocks. The graphs illustrate how consumption and productivity change over time in response to different types of shocks (permanent, transitory, and noise). The axes are labeled with appropriate units and scales to represent the changes in consumption and productivity.
Responses with Calvo Parameter = 0.8
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- A more plausible value of $\theta$ significantly reduces the impact effect of noise
- Impact jump in consumption $\approx \frac{1}{5}$ as big
- Also, responses to other two shocks more closely track movements in productivity
- General equilibrium forces at work
- As $\theta \to 0$, this economy functions as an endowment economy with $y_t = a_t$
Variance Decomposition

- Fraction of forecast error variance of consumption due to noise shocks:

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Horizon</th>
<th>$\theta = 1$</th>
<th>$\theta = 0.9$</th>
<th>$\theta = 0.8$</th>
<th>$\theta = 0.7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h = 1$</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h = 4$</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h = 8$</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It really matters for quantitative results what $\theta$ is. As $\theta$ moves away from 1, noise ceases to matter regardless of other parameters.
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- It really matters for quantitative results what $\theta$ is
- As $\theta$ moves away from 1, noise ceases to matter
  - True regardless of other parameters
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- Why are they getting these results?

Only observables from the data in their estimation are consumption and productivity growth. Model is really designed to explain inflation dynamics. Not modeling other shocks. No real rigidities. No capital.

Suggestions:
- Condition on more observables in estimation (include inflation).
- Model real rigidities explicitly.
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Really difficult to produce business cycle behavior through this channel
  General equilibrium makes it difficult for noise to do much at high frequencies
  Learning makes noise not persistent enough
  Will produce negative aggregate comovement in a model with capital
Maybe think about modeling noise explicitly on the firm side of the model